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denis defrancesco  
Denis Defrancesco is a French artist born in 1954. He lives and works 
between Prague and Aix-en-Provence. 

a muLTifaceTed arTisT
Self-taught, atypical, and iconoclastic, Denis Defrancesco uses a 
whole range of techniques and materials to give form to his ideas, 
fantasies, and anxieties. 
A great ape in bronze, a giant plexiglass rabbit, a blow-up doll made 
of marble, a plastic Obama, a steel machine for slicing memories, a 
urinal in oil paint... He keeps giving the world his own twist, transfiguring 
reality to tell us stories: a childhood fear, a teenage memory, a pas-
sionate love affair, time fleeting, the body declining, death lurking. It is 
pop, electric, often bold, and always free. 
His work, both carnal and scientific, blends bronze with marble, paint 
with plexiglass, steel with plastic. He likes nothing more than mixing 
genres and spurning styles. 
Denis Defrancesco is an exalted introvert, an exhibitionist full of mo-
desty, who creates an eclectic, surprising, insolent, and personal body 
of work with his monumental sculptures, 3-D paintings, and  metamor-
phosised idols. 
A text accompanies each of his sculptures and paintings, like the key 
to a specific story.

The sequeL To The sTory 
During 35 years, Denis Defrancesco photographed “Woman with a 
capital W”… Actually, thousands of women, for the most prestigious 
French and international adult and glamour magazines. His “eye” and 
his reputation as a “creator of worlds” took him to London, New York, 
Los Angeles, Moscow, Sydney, and Tokyo. 
After the fall of the Berlin Wall, Denis was the first western photographer 
to “go East”, to help the world discover the most beautiful models from 
Central Europe. Living in Budapest, in the early 1990s, he joined the 
digital revolution in its early stages, adapting his reflex camera and 
studios to the web. Very soon, his websites became the most coveted 
on the net. 

The sequeL of The sequeL To The sTory
For all these years, Denis Defrancesco has never stopped drawing, 
making plans, project models, collages, and experimenting with forms 
and volumes: “Everything I loved to do as a child,” he explains. Years 
of secretive, almost alchemical work that has now come of age. The 
start of a corpus that Denis Defrancesco has now decided to present.
 

his firsT exhibiTion
At the GAA Foundation, in Venice, during the 2017 Viva Arte Viva Bien-
nial. The most striking collateral event of the festival, according to the 
organisers.

biography
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... The froth at the lips... The Shark surges from the entrails of Creation... The Toothed 
Female...  A nemesis who has come to chastise the Artist... To avenge the cow and 
its calf, the shark and the pig, the ewe and all the others: the cut-up, dissected, and 
embalmed... Justice for the victims of his artworks, his creatures petrified 2 or 4 feet 
under glass...

Showing the Artist what he refuses to see… Offering his audience the creation that 
he will never compose... No cube, no aquarium, no formalin, no formalities... A cut 
from bottom to top... Clean, impeccable... A zip-like opening... From the genitals to 
the Adam’s Apple... Adam in his birthday suit for the final show...  Leave his head 
unsevered to keep the Artist alive... Hirst slit open without anaesthesia... Seeing one’s 
end is nigh, without feeling anything… Cool as stone in the face of agony, with his 
pills within reach...     

... The chisel as scalpel... Ripping the Ripper... Doing it clean... The way He’d like it... His 
conception of Immaculate Death... The sanitized end... A composition with no decom-
position, no stains, no rot... Not a droplet of blood in his marble veins... A clean, clear-
cut, flawless death, to pay tribute to someone who has never butchered anyone... 
Hirst is a forensic expert of art, a plastic surgeon and not a butcher... A puppeteer of 
death, not a preacher... 

... Once the sentence pronounced, the Shark vanishes... Skulls to counterbalance the 
vanitas of life... Flies to accompany the stagecoach on the Final Journey... His stones cut  
like precious gems along the Path to Paradise... Avoid that Hell paved with diamonds... 
Butterflies, bodiless and unpinned, to lighten up the Way... Wings to fly away with... A 
tondo for Eternity.

the shark
Tondo. Grey and White  Marble from Carrara (Italy).
82.67x 12.99 In. 1363 lbs.
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... Between squirts and splatters... The gushing of the Invisible... Madness captured 
between the Painter’s strands ... A spool of colours intertwined like the inextricable 
tangle of a tormented mind... The Portrait of a Lady... 
... Jets like impulses, break-ups and short circuits.....  Raw emotions, overblown sen-
timents, reality out of control, insurmountable insanity. 

... A White background, pale, chalky like a diaphanous, frosty skin… The white 
of our sleepless nights… The white of a lost-long innocence… The colour of 
straightjackets and ghosts… The white of oblivion, impossible yet salutary…  

... Streaks, ochre, tawny and reddish, like flashes of flamboyant amber hair…The 
red of spurting blood… The red of flayed love… The red of  a brain on fire… The 
red of hallucinations… 

… The green, unstable and rebellious… The green of women from Outer Space…  
The colour of strange and fantastical creatures… The colour of the fairy and the 
witch… The green of poisons and the pharmacies that soothed her…

... The grey of rain that falls on my heart… The grey of mice that nibble at time 
passing… The grey of old age creeping up…The colour of the ash that awaits us, 
the dust that will carry us away…  The grey of Melancholy... The grey of my lone-
liness. 

... A palette of painful colours… A pallet of nailed wood, like the cross of a sacri-
ficed life… A canvas as a shroud... The negative of her final dream... Rome, the city 
of a rendezvous that will never take place... A painting to capture the ungraspable... 
A photo to reveal it... My love for her between the lines …

pollock à rome 
Photograph printed and painted on Canvas, 
Nailed to a Wooden Structure. Enamel Oil Paint. 63x47.25 lbs.
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... A Gorgon’s curly mane... The Jim Morrison kind, sculpted with rollers, curls sealed 
with ammonia...  The era’s canon of beauty, homemade-style.  The first act of my 
emancipation... 

... I was emerging from a childhood that hadn’t spared the rod… My desires cut 
short... My hair parted on the side... The front fold of my flannels neatly pressed...  Not 
a word out of place... A stiff and starched, ordered childhood… My Self in the closet...  
My dreams hidden beneath my pillow... 

... A pair of motorbikes rumbling across my nights... Hopper and Fonda’s choppers...  A 
trail of dust... Easy Rider, full speed... Freedom sliding on the road... A pair of runaways 
opening the way for me ... America, the promised land of my Free Will...   

..Music in the distance... Woodstock ‘69... Notes full of mud and fervour... Chords 
screaming with hope and crying out for liberation .... “Freedom, Freedom, Freedom”... 
Richie Havens’ improv as a personal message sent to me... “Got it”…

... In my mind, my escape plan... My secret to leave my chrysalid... “A long way from 
my home”...  The immensity of the world before me... A swarm of Butterfly-Women 
on the horizon...  

... Something was growing inside me, piercing beneath my skull, sprouting under my 
skin... Something dividing and rising... Something flowing out of me... I could feel myself 
becoming handsome; my wings sprouting... 

... Hulk, Apollo, and Nietzsche: there was a bit of each in me... This “superhuman” 
feeling...  Become what you are ...  Freedom at age 18... The Door open at last... I was 
going to become what I am...
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apollo 
belvédère

Bust. Marble. 35.4x31.5x25.6 In. 154lbs.



... The long march of the ants... An army of shadows... 
Black and White columns crossing paths, skirting each 
other and merging to form a single goal: the black-
and-white portrait of a black-and-white man. 

... Contrasts... The concurrence of colours, the unity of 
dualities... Obama or the incarnation of Martin Luther 
King’s Dream... The Promise of a New World...

... A lament in the night... The culmination of centuries 
of prayers... A mixed-race Messiah, the improbable 
lovechild of a Kenyan Luo and a white woman from 
Kansas... A double K… Their roots entangled in his 
genes... The races reconciled in his veins... The miracu-
lous story of a not-Black-nor-White man become the 
face of an America on the verge of transfiguration... 

... The Audacity of Hope... His chant... The prayer of 
millions of invisible individuals... The swarming of the 
hopes of all the forgotten and all the slaves... The re-
venge of all the downtrodden creatures of Humanity... 

... Obama, King of Ants... A star-spangled aura... A 
unique radiance... A spiritual and singular philo-
sopher-president... 

… Micro-MacrObama… Up close or from afar… 
Not the same perception, not the same reality… A 
game of illusions… The artist is not fooled, but re-
mains admirative… 

... A portrait in black and white like the trace of mil-
lions of ants... The imprint of a black-and-white man, 
whose eternal legacy will be all that he elicited : the 
fierce hope for infinite possibilities... 

obama and 
the ants

Accumulation. Printing Acrylic on Canvas. 
Resin. Latex. 77.55x56.50 In. 
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... He popped out, just like that, one day, from my hat: sitting still and attentive... One 
ear more or less tilted depending on the secret that one confides in him and the 
material in which he is made to appear :  A body made of plexiglass, carbon, steel, or 
aluminium... Why not a Golden Rabbit or a Silver Rabbit ? 

...A few sleights of hand... Open your eyes now ! “The Rabbit” can be on a human scale 
or monumental, its dimensions will measure up with our dreams, whoever we are …  
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the rabbit 
Plexiglass Assembly. 
43x41.5x25 In. 122lbs.

... “God is always doing geometry” wrote Plato. Joy now has a figure, a form, and vo-
lumes... Happiness is no longer an abstraction: it has a depth to it and four feet, that 
one just needs to caress to get a feel of bliss... 

...A Rabbit like an ancient offering... A kind of Trojan Rabbit to let you into Wonder-
land... Soft and sweet... No one must be late when it comes to getting a kick out of 
life, repeats the Rabbit, at the entrance to the warren... The complicit wink of women, 
the lustful smile of men... 

...The Rabbit at the “Origin of the World”, hidden behind the “Cony” of the Middle 
Ages...  The “Cony” that naughty lads pushed into a metaphor  and slid betwixt the 
thighs of lewd lasses... The “Cony” that lost, over time and at the razor’s edge, its en-
ding in French, along with its last bits of hair... The “Cunt” revealed...  

...The Rabbit of the « Garden of Delights »... Bosch’s Paradise within reach... A Rabbit 
sent down from Heaven …  Happiness erected, one day, into a Cathedral...  Stained-
glass windows, to illuminate it… 

...A prayer and a final sleight of hand... A herd of Rabbits coming out of the hat... Hap-
piness multiplied... Rabbits of all sizes, each of them unique, sitting still, and attentive...



“Bonjour Madame…” 

“... I would like a slice of You, please, as thick as possible”... A thousand and one 
times I nearly dared... Nothing ever slipped out of me. Her ham was white, pink, 
and blonde, soft, silky, and milky... The most voluptuous ham in the world... A 
thousand and one times have I devoured it, never have I been sated...  

... Marcelle D, a Goddess in a delicatessen...  Inaccessible behind her counter, 
raised as though on a pedestal, her apron like an immaculate drape, her cleavage 
like the altar of a temple laid for grand ceremonies... I was 12 years old, she was 
25, I was ready to sacrifice myself… My offering stayed in my pants... 

Marcelle D, the first pin-up in my life... My first emotions, et moi et moi... An echo 
from my childhood... My budding pubescence, the instinct of Desire, revealing 
itself to be sharp, raw, animal...

... I was obsessed with Marcelle D... The lustful way she had of smiling at me, as 
she cut her slices of ham... A little piggy simmering in her gaze... My imagination 
gathered speed as she operated the single-model Berkel slicer... My cock sliding 
slowly between her fingers, pearling between the blades, collapsing in the hollow 
of her palms, spreading over her greasy paper... My fantasies finely shredded, my 
juice on her block...  

... Butcher paper, glossy paper.. A stolen Playboy, beauties finally revealed, apron-
less... The desire now sharper, rawer, more animal... 
A whole stampede inside me... The Animals... Pink Floyd on pink vinyl... The 
rock’n roll of my hormones...

... Marcelle D, my inspiration... The Woman who invented the Man in me... The 
muse who awakened my first gaze... Her spark forever embedded on my “iris”... 
Her single-model Berkel, my very own time machine... In Search of Lost Time... 
Du côté de chez Marcelle D... One very last slice of You... Merci Madame...

marcelle d.
Ready Made. Ham Slicer “Berkel“. Unique Model. 
100 LPs Limited Edition Pink Floyd “Animals” 
1977.59x38x31 In. 254lbs. 
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the red tree

… It is a totem tree that I planted at the end of my garden... By day, it drives 
the sun frantic and excites the bulls. By night, it attracts the druids, re-boosts the 
fireflies, and sets my girlfriends on fire... It is the tree of my ancestors, my rites, 
and my secrets...  It is Red, like my colour, that flows within its roots... All of the 
shades of my blood...  Something Turkish, along with English, Chinese, Bengali, and 
Martian tones, a hint of the distant Venetian and a touch of the Occitan I was 
as a child …

... From Picabia to Mondrian... It is a tree permeated with memories and brimmi-
ng with emotions...  A blazing red oak, which shivers, palpitates, and lights up as a 
fiancée passes by ...  In Red, like the brides of yore... The variations of Love... From 
vermilion to ruby... A corrida, an opera... The Red of the torn heart...  The Red of 
my bare eyelids, in the night... My tree will bleed, but won’t fall... 

... The tree of resilience... Cardinal, vermilion, and alizarin: a perpetually revived 
Red... It is a tree that turns crimson and becomes scarlet, and its leaves sanguine, 
ox red, when it lets its rage explode. The poppy Red of my cheeks after the 
storm... Embarrassment and shyness blended together, as when I was a child...  
The tree of memories... The Fauvist and glittering Reds of the parties of my 
youth... That’ Habit Rouge’ I have always worn... A woman leaving. The Red of 
all the bordellos in the world, the Red of the naughty panties of saloon girls, 
the Red of the powdered lips of Kyoto’s geishas, the Red of the frosty pouts of 
Caucasian princesses... 

... Far from the world, at the end of my garden, stands my Red Tree... Its foot 
littered with poppies... The rustling of its plastic leaves, like bottles thrown to the 
wind... Night falls... A firefly twinkles... My Red Tree is alive indeed... 

Wooden Sculpture. Trunk. Red Plastic Bottles.
217x67 In. 992 lbs.
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pink lady

... C’est une Poupée  who says “Yes, yes, yeeessss!..”    Who says Amen to whatever 
may come... A cuddly and consenting Doll... An unabashed doll... The Lady Heroine 
of all desires... The animated Object of all penchants, all sins... 

... Sweetheart, come let us see if the Rose is rose/ ... A pic to capture that pink ... 
The wide-open diaphragm... The folds of the crimson robe, under the spotlights 
exactement ... Petals of all colours, but roses are rose in all the gardens of the world, 
their buds like the diamonds of eternal pleasures... 

... A Thousand and One Women... in ONE... The Synthesis is Bold, the Doll pumped 
up, the combinations multiple, the appearances deceiving...The Stone beneath the 
Flesh... Hard and cold... A polished and smooth Poupée de Marbre  ... A Venus wit-
hout her Fur... A shaven Sacher-Masoch... Not a hair left of Romanticism... A 2.0 Doll 
far from The Origin of the World... 

... The body calibrated for stereotypical ardours... Unfussy tattoos, curls for artifice, 
silicone up to the gunwales, seams ready to split: The Pink Lady, Doll of the Quick 
Fuck…

... We would like her to speak... To pronounce words, sounds other than the 
conventional onomatopoeia of fawning pleasures... The Mmmm, the Aaaah, or the 
Ooooh... Letters that would form real words... No: nothing to be done, nothing 
to be said... 

... A voiceless, unsmiling, soulless doll, her slits like bottomless pits, a humourless, 
joyless Doll... We will never see her heart or her feet, forever sealed in Carrara 
stone... A non-finito modern Galatea, off-putting her Pygmalion... The sculptor’s 
dream, his Ladies of yesteryear, his Marys full of grace and virtue, the Roses in 
bloom of his lost youth... 

Sculpture. White Marble  from Carrara (Italy). 
Piercings Diamond and Pink Gold 18K.

86.61x47.24x27.55 In. 1609 lbs.
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that’s life

… A bird singing the equinox… An egg from God knows where … An egg fallen 
from the sky or come from another world? Will we ever know? No trace of The 
Chicken at the start of the chain… Darwin dipping a finger… The egg of the Origins... 
the Mystery of The Beginning... 

… The shell that starts to crack one day. A cry, a Name, a Story yet to invent… 
DNA and the Myths, Nature or Nurture? Free Will or Fate? Luck or the lack of it ? 
Circumstances always… Geneticists, philosophers, priests, and shamans all gathered 
around the hatched egg.

… From the Egg springs the artwork. A white canvas. Everything waiting to be 
done… Art or Junk ? Each of us is to decide, within the limits of our individual 
consciousness.  Action time, the shell burst open… A craving for the World, the rush 
to the cardinal points… Love stories burning hot, victories all glorious, and crowns 

always sparkling… ‘Tis the summer of expectations and mirages, the age of all plea-
sures and vanities… 

… A fold in the Canvas… The body’s first creases… The drapery of Autumn… The 
youth of Old Age… ? “The Golden Years ?  What bullshit ! Hair that flies away, along 
with one’s illusions… A shortened breath, as time shrinks… Warning lights turning 
red, hormones switching off…  Chemistry, to help forget… Love, Always. The dream 
of a very last summer in autumn… 

… A canvas like a crumpled up skin, a painting left in a corner, waiting for someone 
to pick it up… Time has come to count one’s virtues and pack up one’s memories… 
Winter has come and the bird has flown away… You look at the sky, you imagine 
another World… A bell chiming, an egg from God knows where… Life, for Eternity.

Canvas  Acrylic mixed with sand. 4 Pieces. 
86.61x104.33 In.
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Our Father... 

I used to know you by heart when I was a boy... Since then … well, I can’t really 
tell anymore... Too many things that cannot be understood, too many unanswe-
red questions.

I remember Jesus on the Cross... His Sacrifice for All of us... His indiscriminate 
Love... Irrespective of sex, race, religion, or condition... He wanted to save eve-
ryone... Jesus, no more particular about Mary Magdalene’s way of life than about 
the morals of his fellow martyrs on Golgotha... 

Sinful woman or scoundrels, he couldn’t care less... His Apostles were all married 
men...  Hosea had married a prostitute...  Ismael had been born to a surrogate 
mother... What can be said, several centuries later, of Sergius and Bacchus, the 
two Roman soldiers, fond of gladiator combat, these two sweet and loving com-
panions, blessed by the Church and become two of its Saints? Nobody then saw 
anything to blame about this...

... What has happened since? Are the lost lambs turning into black sheep more 
they did in those times ? Are pariahs less easy to live along with? Are the heels of 
whores too high? The make-up of transvestites too flashy?

... The deafening silence of the Church... The ferocious laughter of the devout...  
The Cross of Difference increasingly heavy to bear...  Otherness crucified...  A nail 
stuck in a stiletto, like a pebble in the Heart of Christ...  See the red of Love, not 
that of sin... Not a hint of sacrilege on the Cross...  An artwork like a prayer, for 
all the outcasts of the Earth.

What of god 
in all of this?
Installation. Wooden Structure, Pumps, 
Oil Painting, Iron Nails. 46.8x31x6.3 In.
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... King Kong’s Balls, the Gaze of a King, the Royal Pause for the gallery... Millions of 
“Likes” as though in praise of: “Everyone can go fuck themselves”... Between Conceit 
and indifference, a certain idea of freedom cast in bronze... Sculpt and let the sculp-
ture speak for itself... 
 
... Those who will see nothing but its attributes will have seen nothing, understood 
nothing... A grand show to bug the ‘right-minded’... to deceive fools... A half-smile...
 

... The coarse illusion of an impudent Monkey... The taunt of Kong to set the art-fair 
“cheetahs’” tongues wagging, for all the masturbatory bonobos to cop complexes... 
His balls on the table like coconuts thrown in the faces of conformism... His balls out 
in the open to hide his butt that no one will ever see...  
 
... The calm resistance of an untamed Monkey... His gaze is elsewhere... Far from the 
human menagerie, the losers, the unsightly, the dicks and the dickless... Far from this 
brash theatre, this crass comedy...  
 
... The Kong has a dream... A paradise lost... With no cage and no master... A feast on 
the table... A laugh that we cannot hear... His balls like a gong to summon the great 
feast... 

king-kong balls
Bronze Sculpture.Guastini Foundry (Italy). 
66.1x27.5x29.5 In. 440lbs. Wooden Table 35.4x61.8x44.8 In.
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… Memories never fade… We draw out the most beautiful, ad infinitum… We 
keep them preciously intact; we play and replay them to console ourselves about 
others… Those that we would like to forget, but remain forever etched in our me-
mory… Time won’t help, and everyone makes do …

… My memories are full of gazes… Mine and theirs… A multitude of intersecting 
gazes, stolen, shared, intertwined … Fleeting, profound, intimate, or impenetrable… 
Gazes clinging to my memory, like limpets to my life, incrusted, forever, in my Tree 
of Memories… 

… Gazes that often spoke volumes, that sometimes said everything…  One was 
enough, sometimes…  Lightning, enflamed, magnetic, obvious… A gaze like a de-
sire… Blazing, raw, compelling, irrepressible… A dazzling Flash, pupils dilated, all the 
clichés of Paradise…

… The eyes of Love never last forever… I can see these sorrowful, distraught, gazes 
again, blurred with tears… Too much pain, too many regrets… The cracked mir-
ror…  The impacts of lost hopes, all these dreams that missed their mark…  

… Gazes, sometimes hollow, crazed… No more light, too many ghosts, too many 
monsters… When words have fled, gazes are always eloquent. A gaze never lies.   

… A wink… An infinity of reflections, like so many moments I once captured. I can 
see them all again… These gazes that have overwhelmed me, the ones that never 
batted an eye… All these glimmers of innocence, these bursts of tenderness… 
All of these gazes  I have embraced, the ones I dived into, and the ones I avoided 
sinking into… 

… Some gazes have marked me forever… Some will doubtless give you the eye; 
others may disturb you… “The work of art lies in the eye of the beholder,” Marcel 
Duchamp enjoyed saying … Take a look… You tell me…

the photographer’s eyes
Wooden Sculpture. Olive Trunk. Glass Eyes. Steel. Aluminium. 47.24x94.48x55.11 In. 1146 lbs.
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the martinet Whip
Sculpture Carrara White Marble (Italy) Steel and Leather.
260x50 x18 cm. ( 102x20x7 In. ) 120 kg.( 264.55 lbs.) Signature / Seal Gold 18K. 

… My Mother’s black look, red streaks on my thighs… The scathing memory of my 
mischiefs in shorts, a sheaf of lashes to whip out my disobedience… Mummy wasn’t 
mean ; she was inflexible. 

… The whip cut short, to start resisting… The little red whip, bare and inoffensive: 
The powerlessness of the Mother, the revenge of the Son… Man grabbing the han-
dle to take back the Power, like the Male recovering his Virility confiscated by the Fe-
male. Might Woman be Man’s dread? The anxiety of castration, this primitive terror… 
Man dominating Woman to overcome this haunting fear? 

… Cold sweats and carnal tremors…  The Martinet to wander into forbidden 
ways… Blushing, suffering, moaning with pleasure… 12 lashes for odd rhymes, like 12 
syllables for a libertine Alexandrine…  The delicious bite of words, the cruel caress of 
hide against skin… A range of strange kicks and burning pleasures…  

… The Martinet, brandished like a rod… “I saw him, I blushed, I grew pale at the 
sight; Trouble rose in my lost soul (…) I felt all my body freeze and burn”… Phaedra, 
led astray before the Spank, Racine disguised as the Marquis de Sade… Wordplay, 
naughty play, whip play, wordsmiths at play… 
… The M of the Martinet dominating the A of Amour… Singular, nasty, crazy, costu-
med Love… A mask, a bond…  The Martinet changing hands. Roles reversed, powers 
overthrown… The dream of equality between the sexes… The affirmation of Me 
Too, the Revolution of Not You Either… No doubt the end of a reign and perhaps 
also the start of a new misunderstanding.
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defrancescoarT.com
contact@defrancescoart.com

france : +33 6 18 58 72 33

czech republic : +420 775 623 446
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